Breathing patterns during sleep in patients with nocturnal asthma
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ABSTRACT Breathing patterns early and late in the night, at the same sleep stage, were compared in six healthy subjects and 15 adults with nocturnal asthma, to try to identify changes of overnight bronchoconstriction, and breathing patterns at different sleep stages, to see whether there were changes related to sleep stages that were indicative of bronchoconstriction. Despite an average 31% fall in FEV₁ overnight in the patients with asthma, neither breathing frequency nor expiratory time, which might be expected to change during bronchoconstriction, was different early in the night from late in the night, nor did they differ between sleep stages. There was no evidence of asynchronous movement of the chest and abdomen in any patient. This study did not identify any abnormality of breathing pattern that would indicate the development of nocturnal asthma without the need to awaken the patient.

Introduction

Nocturnal wheeze and cough are common problems for many asthmatic patients. These symptoms result from overnight bronchoconstriction, which is caused at least in part by sleep itself1,2 and perhaps by rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.3 Most studies of nocturnal asthma have been based on the measurement of expiratory flow rates, which means waking the patient and thus interferes with sleep, one of the important factors in the production of nocturnal bronchoconstriction. We have therefore examined the breathing pattern of sleeping asthmatic patients to see whether we could identify changes that would indicate developing airflow obstruction without the need to interrupt sleep.

Bronchoconstriction in asthma has been reported to be associated with tachypnoea4–6 and with either relative7 or absolute8 prolongation of expiratory time. We have therefore examined the hypothesis that bronchoconstriction might be detectable in sleeping asthmatic subjects by changes in respiratory timing, which we have compared both at different sleep stages, to try to identify any REM sleep bronchoconstriction, and early and late in the night, to try to identify overnight bronchoconstriction.

Methods

We studied 15 asthmatic patients (11 men and four women; mean age 34 (range 18–69) years, all of whom complained of nocturnal wheeze. All increased their FEV₁ by more than 20% after bronchodilator treatment and all had been stable for at least four weeks before study. All were receiving bronchodilator inhalers, which were withheld for six hours before the study; 11 were having inhaled corticosteroid treatment and two were receiving oral prednisolone in a dosage of 10 mg/day or less. Six healthy men were also studied as controls (mean age 33 (range 23–45) years).

All subjects spent two consecutive nights in the sleep laboratory; the first was for acclimatisation and only data from the second night are reported. FEV₁ and FVC were measured before and after sleep without triplicate and the highest level is reported. In nine patients thoracic and abdominal movement was determined by an induction stethogram (Respirac, Ardsley, New York), while in six asthmatic patients and the six normal subjects respiratory time was determined by an anteroposterior chest stethogram. Ear oxygen saturation was measured by a Hewlett Packard 47201A Ear Oximeter.9 These signals plus electroencephalogram, electro-oculogram, and electromyogram from our standard electrode placements were recorded on a 16 channel recorder (Neuroscriber SLE, Croydon) running at 15 mm/s. Sleep was staged by conventional criteria.11
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Breathing patterns were compared, firstly between stable stage 2 sleep before 1 am and stable stage 2 sleep after 4 am and, secondly, between REM sleep and the nearest available period of stable non-REM (stage 2, 3, or 4) sleep. With the Respitrace 30–50 breaths were analysed manually from the paper trace at each time under study, whereas with the anteroposterior stethogram 190–240 breaths were analysed by a PDP 11/23+ computer, which had sampled the respiratory signals at 50 Hz and determined breath periods from maximum and minimum thoracic excursion.

All subjects gave written informed consent to the study, which had approval from the hospital ethical committee. Results are expressed as means with 1 SEM in parentheses. Statistical significance was assessed by Student's paired and unpaired t tests.

Results

Although the asthmatic and normal subjects spent a similar time in bed, the normal subjects slept for longer (395 (SEM 10) min) than the asthmatic subjects (310 (15) min; p < 0.01) and the normal subjects had more REM sleep (80 (11) v 45 (5) min; p < 0.01). In the asthmatic subjects the FEV₁ fell overnight from 2.5 (0.4) litres before sleep to 1.7 (0.3) l after sleep, with an average fall of 31% (3%) (range 11–65%).

There was no change in respiratory timing during stage 2 sleep between early and late in the night (breath period (Ttot) before 1 am 4.0 (0.2) and after 4 am 4.2 (0.1) seconds; p > 0.15; expired time (Te) 2.2 (0.1) v 2.4 (0.1) s; p > 0.2; Ti/Ttot 44% (2%) v 42% (1%); p > 0.2—see figure). All five asthmatic subjects whose FEV₁ fell overnight by 1 litre or more (mean FEV₁ before sleep 3.8, after sleep 2.3 l) had a longer Te late than early in the night (2.3 (0.2) v 2.6 (0.2) s). Te tended to increase, however, in the six normal subjects also (2.1 (0.3) v 2.4 (0.3) s; p > 0.1) and there was no significant difference between the change in Te overnight in these five asthmatic patients and that in the six normal subjects. There were no other consistent differences between early and late in the night in the breathing pattern in these five asthmatic subjects.

Expiratory time, breath period, and duty cycle ratio (Ti/Ttot) early (before 1 am) and late (after 4 am) in the night in normal subjects (solid symbols) and asthmatic subjects (open symbols).
We found no differences between non-REM and REM sleep in respiratory timing either in the normal subjects or in the asthmatic patients (normal subjects: Ttot (seconds), non-REM 3·5 (0·7) versus REM 3·1 (0·5); p > 0·05; Te (s), 2·1 (0·5) v 1·8 (0·4); p > 0·1; Ti/Ttot (%), 33 (8) v 38 (8); p > 0·05; asthmatics: Ttot (s), 3·6 (0·3) v 3·5 (0·3), p > 0·1; Te (s), 2·1 (0·2) v 2·0 (0·2); p > 0·15; Ti/Ttot (%), 40 (3) v 40 (3); p > 0·6).

The mean oxygen saturation in the asthmatic subjects when awake was 96% (2%), the lowest oxygen saturation during sleep averaging 88% (4%). There was no correlation between overnight falls in FEV₁ and the degree of nocturnal hypoxaemia.

None of the nine patients studied with the Respitrace showed paradoxical movement of the chest and abdomen at any stage. There were small phase differences between chest and abdominal movement, maximal abdominal excursion always preceding maximal chest excursion; but this lead time was under 13% of Ttot in each subject at each sleep stage. The mean phase difference was 3·0% (1·0%) of Ttot in awake subjects, 4·8% (1·3%) during non-REM sleep, and 5·3% (1·7%) in REM sleep.

Discussion

We thus found no abnormality of breathing pattern in sleeping patients with nocturnal asthma that might indicate nocturnal bronchoconstriction. We could therefore not confirm our preliminary report¹² that expiratory time was prolonged in REM sleep, as might have been expected were REM sleep associated with bronchoconstriction.³

Our inability to find any change in breathing pattern may reflect mild bronchoconstriction occurring overnight (31% (SEM 3%) fall in FEV₁) or between sleep stages in our patients, as changes in respiratory timing may be more apparent during the moderate or severe bronchoconstriction of acute asthma⁷ than during mild bronchoconstriction.¹³¹⁴ We have previously found, however, that a 37% (SEM 11%) fall in FEV₁ produced by histamine inhalation significantly prolongs both Ti and Te.⁸ Our failure to identify an index of nocturnal bronchoconstriction in sleeping asthmatic subjects is disappointing, as this would have allowed study of the development of nocturnal asthma without disturbing sleep. Issa and Sullivan¹⁵ recently found phase changes between the chest and abdomen during acute attacks of asthma in sleeping patients. We did not observe any acute attacks in this study as we were trying to identify abnormalities of breathing pattern indicating moderate overnight bronchoconstriction. Neither did we confirm the observation of Tabachnik et al¹⁶ that abnormal chest wall mechanics with paradox between rib and abdominal movement occur in asthmatic subjects during sleep. Such paradox is common in the very young, and our patients were older (18–69 years) than those of Tabachnik et al. (12–15 years) and their chest walls would be more rigid. Even our younger patients, however, showed no paradox. The study confirms our previous observation¹² that, contrary to another report,¹⁷ there is no correlation between the extent of nocturnal hypoxaemia and the degree of nocturnal bronchoconstriction.

This study thus suggests that adults with relatively mild nocturnal asthma have no abnormality of breathing pattern indicative of overnight or sleep stage related bronchoconstriction.
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